Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member and Members of the Committee:

I am here to testify in support of the OPEN Government Data Act, and with some qualifications the Fannie and Freddie Open Records Act and the Federal Reserve Transparency Act. I will address the latter two bills in more detail in this testimony.

I have spent most of my career in law practice and law teaching in the field of financial services regulation. As I discuss in my 2015 coauthored book on bankers’ ethics¹, I believe strongly that transparency and accountability are critical to the health of the financial services industry and the American economy which depends upon safe and sound financial services.

For this reason I support, in concept at least, both the Fannie and Freddie Open Records Act and the Federal Reserve Transparency Act.

_Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac_

These two mortgage giants, through mismanagement and concealment, contributed substantially to the financial collapse of 2008. That story has already been told, including in my own book², and I will not retell it here.

---

² Id.
Increased transparency at both institutions will go a long way toward avoiding a repeat of past mistakes. Public access to records – whether through the Freedom of Information Act or other similar means – will help assure sound management and safe practices in their business of securitizing home mortgages.

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, however, were not alone in causing the financial crisis. Many other institutions, most of them publicly held corporations traded on the New York Stock Exchange, participated in the securitization of bad mortgage loans and foisting them off on unsuspecting investors. Some of the most prominent institutions – Lehman Brothers, Merrill Lynch and Bear Stearns – were managed so badly that they became insolvent and either declared bankruptcy or were bailed out by the federal government and merged into other institutions. Public financial disclosure by these companies on Forms 10-K and other filings with the Securities Exchange Commission was very inadequate and arguably fraudulent.

It would make little sense – and indeed be very hypocritical – for Congress to impose greater transparency measures on Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac without imposing similar measures on other financial institutions that securitize billions of dollars of mortgages and other debt and that, through their business practices, have a similar impact on our economy.

I am not suggesting that these large financial institutions be subject to the Freedom of Information Act or similar laws focused on governmental entities, but a very good argument can be made for giving shareholders in these companies similar access to information that would be available from Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac under this bill. If this bill or other legislation does not give shareholders such a right to specific information going beyond the general statements made – and sometimes misrepresented -- in annual disclosure Form 10-K and other securities filings, the
sloppy business practices that characterized the entire industry for so long will simply migrate from Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, where there will be more disclosure on account of this new law, over to other parts of the financial services industry where there will be less disclosure. This will not only create an uneven playing field disadvantaging Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, but could have potentially disastrous consequences for investors, for the economy and American workers.

In sum I am in favor of more transparency and open records, but across the entire industry of mortgage securitization, not just at Fannie and Freddie.

*The Federal Reserve*

The Federal Reserve also is an institution in need of greater transparency. Markets are more stable if investors are not taken by surprise by decisions made by the Fed. Transparency reduces the risk of scandal because information that is withheld by the Fed is prone to leaks and potential abuse in insider trading. Finally, economists, investors and the public should be aware of factors considered by the Fed in setting interest rate policy as well as the Fed’s stance on regulatory matters. There are legitimate and important differences of opinion on these matters, and sound policy is most likely to emerge from robust public debate.

On the other hand, protection of the Fed’s independence from the elected branches of government is critical. The Fed’s mission is to promote sound long term economic growth and minimize inflation. The Fed’s role is not to time growth cycles to correspond with election cycles for the President or Members of Congress. Neither is the Fed charged with being a propaganda ministry for the executive branch, telling people that the economy is doing better than it is. The political branches of government can live in an “alternative facts” universe if they so choose and voters tolerate it.
The Fed’s job is to tell the truth about economic facts because investors need this information. Indeed, it is a crime for anyone, including a person associated with the Fed to knowingly or recklessly make a false statement that affects the price of a publicly traded security.  

By sharp contrast to the level of care in stewardship of the economy and candor expected of the Fed, we see hyperbole at best, as well as extremely short time horizons in the elected branches of government. The President – not yet two months in office – has Tweeted about jobs statistics linked to policies in place long before he took office. We regularly see August and September job statistics given disproportionate weight in economic policy debates in November elections, with one candidate claiming the economy is going gangbusters and the other insisting that we are veering into a recession. The Fed should have no role in such political theatre. In order to assure that the Fed stays well clear of such politicized economics, it is critical that the Fed continue to be as independent as possible from the Executive and Legislative branches of government.

A balance thus must be struck between accountability and transparency of the Fed on the one hand, and independence of the Fed on the other. I believe this bill strikes the right balance, but I strongly urge that this Committee solicit the opinions of present and past members of the Federal Reserve Board to make sure that this bill does not undermine the independence of the Fed or otherwise interfere with Fed policy. It should be possible to achieve accountability and transparency at the Fed while preserving the Fed’s independence, and if this Committee is careful in its deliberations over this bill, and with the details embedded therein, that balance can be achieved.

---

3 See Section 10b of the 1934 Securities Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 thereunder.
Transparency and Accountability Expectations of Federal Officials

In addition to the transparency and accountability expectations of Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and the Federal Reserve that are set forth in these bills, Congress needs to consider amending federal financial disclosure laws for executive branch officials to require more transparency in their own financial dealings, particularly dealings with large lending institutions.

Unfortunately, the public financial disclosure form 278 filed by senior executive branch officials does not require disclosure of borrowing and other infusions of capital at the corporate level for entities owned in whole or in part by the public official. The entity itself is listed on Schedule A of Form 278 but its debt obligations and other capital infusions are not listed on Schedule B (liabilities) unless the office holder himself or herself is liable on the debt which is rarely the case. This means that office holders through undisclosed corporate level debt or other capital infusions could be financially dependent upon persons and entities unknown anywhere in the world. This raises serious questions under the Emoluments Clause of the Constitution if foreign sovereign wealth funds or state owned banks are involved, and in any event is a serious deficiency in the transparency we ordinarily expect of public officials.

This issue is most pronounced in the public financial disclosure form 278 of President Trump, particularly when coupled with his refusal to disclose his tax returns. But this is an issue likely to affect other high net worth public officials as well. Such a disclosure lapse with respect to large scale corporate level transactions in entities controlled by public officials is unacceptable in a government where transparency is critical for there to be accountability.
Congress should amend the disclosure statute to require disclosure of debt and other capital infusions into privately held entities that are majority owned by public officials filing Form 278, including but not limited to the President of the United States. I would be pleased to discuss specifics of such an amendment in answer to your questions.

Because much of this information can be obtained from the tax returns of a person controlling such entities, I would also strongly support legislation requiring senior public officials, including the President, to disclose their tax returns.

Thank you
Richard W. Painter
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